
CALIDUS Yard and 
Container Management

CALIDUS Yard and Container Management is available as a plug-in 
application for the CALIDUS Warehouse Management System as well as 
other third party warehouse management systems. It enables logistics 
sites with any combination of warehousing, yard storage and shipping 
containers, to systematically control all activities related to these items 
throughout the operation.
 
Warehouse, yard and container shipping personnel utilise CALIDUS Yard 
and Container Management to manage delivery slot adherence and 
obtain demurrage reports. Sites can also manage warehouse resources 
across the operation in conjunction with a WMS.  Sites managing 
shipping containers use CALIDUS Yard and Container Management to 
monitor container arrival, unloading and return commitments.

Enables sites with any combination of warehousing, yard storage 
and shipping containers, to control container arrival, unloading 

and return commitments.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
 Rapid vehicle booking 

in process reduces 
queues at the site 
entrance and 
approaches
Eliminate late 
container shipping 
penalties with 
automated demurrage 
alerts
Save time with 
receipting, inspection 
and put-away activities 
via full WMS 
integration
Ensure accurate billing 
with comprehensive 
client charge 
management
Customer self-service 
portal reduces time 
spent answering 
queries



CALIDUS Yard and Container Management functionality includes:

Gatehouse booking-in system displays planned-in-advance bookings 
across the day in configurable timeslots
Previous and future bookings can also be displayed
Live at-a-glance confirmation of warehouse bay status and availability 
throughout the day
Red/Amber/Green colour coding automatically updates to show early, 
on-time and late deliveries for the site
Gives warehouse personnel real-time awareness of inbound delivery 
progress during the day via live updates from the Situation Display 
screen
Operational managers can instantly see how early or late shipments may 
require a change in resource deployment during the shift
Allows recording of container serial number whilst actively logging and 
notifying any exceptions
Controls and records container storage positioning in the yard
Manages short term tractor and trailer parking in the yard
Displays trailer and container unloading time for handball versus 
palletised deliveries making resource forecasting simpler and more 
accurate
Monitors container return dates with automated user-definable alerts to 
warn in advance of containers in danger of incurring penalty fees or 
demurrage charges
Used in conjunction with WMS, CALIDUS Yard and Container 
Management is automatically updated when despatch confirmation is 
completed, confirming that the shipment is ready to be collected or 
delivered
Operational staff can make rapid enquiries and quickly answer customer 
queries
Reporting

CALIDUS Yard and Container Management is part of the CALIDUS Cargo 
Management suite of products. From a simple easy to use calendar driven 
Bay Diary solution to a comprehensive Terminal Management offering, the 
CALIDUS Cargo Management suite provides flexible and agile solutions to 
meet your ever-changing storage requirements, both now and in the 
future. Contact us to learn more about the full suite of products.
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